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Abstract

Objective. The 22-item Sinonasal Outcome Test (SNOT-22) is
a trusted measure of symptom severity in chronic rhinosinu-
sitis. The European Position Paper on Rhinosinusitis (EPOS)
provides widely accepted diagnostic criteria, which include
sinonasal symptoms, their duration, and imaging results. Our
objective was to compare these approaches to assessing
symptoms to determine if either was more indicative of
radiologic findings, to support decisions in telehealth.

Study Design. Observational outcomes study.

Setting. Tertiary care center.

Methods. In total, 162 consecutive patients provided a struc-
tured sinonasal history, completed the SNOT-22, and under-
went sinus computed tomography (CT) within 1 month.
SNOT-22 scores, EPOS-defined symptom sets, and Lund-
Mackay results were assessed. To facilitate direct compari-
sons, we performed stepwise evaluations of sinonasal symp-
toms alone and combined with duration. The discriminatory
capacity for imaging results was determined through areas
under the receiver operating characteristic curves (ROC-
AUC) for dichotomous outcomes and ordinal regression for
multilevel outcomes.

Results. In ROC-AUC analyses, SNOT-22 and EPOS-defined
symptoms had similar discriminatory capacity for Lund-
Mackay scores, regardless of duration. Within ordinal
regression analyses, SNOT-22 nasal scores were significantly
associated with Lund-Mackay scores, while EPOS-defined
nasal symptoms were not statistically significantly related.

Conclusions. SNOT-22 nasal scores and EPOS-defined nasal
symptoms may have similar associations with imaging results
when assessed via ROC-AUC, while SNOT-22 may have
more association within ordinal data. Understanding the
implications of discrete patterns of symptoms may confer
benefit, particularly when in-person and fiberoptic exams
are limited.
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C
hronic rhinosinusitis is a highly prevalent medical

condition, affecting 11.6% of American adults.1 This

condition underlies more than 4.1 million visits to

physicians1 and an estimated $60 billion in health care

expenditures each year.2 Visits for affected patients each

begin with a staple of the clinical encounter: an inquiry into

individuals’ symptoms and relevant history. Prior studies of

patient-reported symptoms and diagnostic impressions

related to chronic rhinosinusitis have had mixed results, with

some data suggesting useful specificity and sensitivity, while

others suggest poor discrimination across reports.3-10

Chronic rhinosinusitis symptoms have been conceptua-

lized in multiple ways in clinical practice, whether through

proposed diagnostic criteria or research tools. For example,

the 22-item Sinonasal Outcome Test (SNOT-22) is a vali-

dated measure of patient symptom severity increasingly used

in routine practice. While originally developed for research,

this instrument has demonstrated properties that provide

information for clinical decision making and monitoring

treatment response.11-17 Nasal-specific items within SNOT-

22 comprise their own domain, based on mathematical anal-

yses and understanding of typical patient presentations.7,18

At the same time, the European Position Paper on Rhino-

sinusitis and Nasal Polyps (EPOS) has provided widely used

diagnostic criteria for chronic rhinosinusitis, which incorpo-

rates a clearly defined means of cataloguing specific aspects

of sinonasal symptomatology.19,20

Particularly in the current clime of telehealth and cost

considerations, understanding how specific patterns and

details of symptom assessments can predict radiological ima-

ging findings provides important information to support clin-

ical decision making. Previous studies of the relationship
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between SNOT-22 overall score and imaging scores have

documented no relationship,8,21-26 although nasal domain

scores may have correlation with computed tomography

(CT) findings.7-10 Data assessing EPOS-defined symptoms

related to imaging findings have been more limited.27-29 To

our knowledge, the predictive ability of EPOS-defined nasal

categorization has not been previously studied in comparison

to SNOT-22 assessments. Given the current practice envi-

ronment, it becomes of interest to assess how we can opti-

mally assess patients’ symptom descriptions to best discern

those who would have objective imaging findings. Our

objective was therefore to determine whether SNOT-22

nasal domain scores or EPOS-defined symptom sets were

more indicative of imaging results. The null hypothesis was

that SNOT-22 nasal scores and EPOS-defined symptoms

would have no difference in their associations with Lund-

Mackay CT scores.

Materials and Methods

Study Design and Participants

Approval for this study was obtained from the Partners

Healthcare Institutional Review Board before data collection

began. Consecutive patients age 18 years or older who pre-

sented with a chief complaint of rhinosinusitis or nasal drai-

nage to a participating hospital ambulatory otolaryngology

clinic were eligible. Patients were included if they prospec-

tively provided a structured sinonasal history, completed the

entire SNOT-22 questionnaire, and underwent sinus CT ima-

ging within 1 month. The structured history included an

assessment of symptom duration. Exclusion criteria were the

presence of nonnasal chief complaints or lack of either

SNOT-22 completion or related imaging within the specified

timeframe. Since studies of discriminatory ability ideally

include patients with a range of symptom and disease states,

symptom thresholds and endoscopy were not a requirement

for entry.

Chronic Rhinosinusitis Symptom Assessments

SNOT-22. SNOT-22 is a 22-question validated, disease-

specific instrument, which quantifies patient-reported symp-

toms and functional impact of chronic rhinosinusitis.

Assessing both sinonasal and related health,30 it has gained

widespread use because of its clinical applicability, test-

retest reliability, internal consistency, validity, and respon-

siveness to change.30-32 Within the instrument, each symp-

tom is scored from 0 (no problem) to 5 (as bad as it can

be). The total overall possible score ranges from 0 (best) to

110 (worst). SNOT-22 focuses on the preceding 4 weeks

and contains specific domains. Domain scores are calculated

by averaging the scores of questions corresponding to that

domain.18 A 4-domain system based on mathematical factor

analysis and clinical intuition has been described in prior lit-

erature.7 Here, the nasal symptom domain includes nasal

blockage/congestion, altered sense of smell/taste, rhinorrhea,

postnasal discharge, thick nasal discharge, facial pain/pres-

sure, nose blowing, sneezing, and cough. Although other

domain systems exist,18,33 this system was selected because

it aligns with traditional clinical diagnostic concepts and has

undergone psychometric assessment.7

EPOS. The EPOS provides vetted guidance for the manage-

ment of rhinosinusitis and helpfully includes a definition of

chronic rhinosinusitis.19 Within this definition, diagnostic

criteria require 2 or more sinonasal symptoms, one of which

must be either nasal blockage/obstruction/congestion or

nasal discharge; there should also be concurrent facial pain/

pressure and/or reduction or loss of smell. In addition,

EPOS diagnostic criteria require a symptom duration of at

least 12 weeks and evidence of demonstrable disease on

nasal endoscopy or CT imaging.

Differences between SNOT-22 nasal domain and EPOS-defined
symptoms. While there are similarities in these 2 approaches,

EPOS differs from SNOT-22 in multiple ways. More specif-

ically, EPOS focuses on the need for symptom pairs clus-

tered in the pattern described above to be supportive of the

diagnosis. EPOS does not include assessments of nose blow-

ing, sneezing, or cough, which are included in the SNOT-22

nasal domain used. Moreover, EPOS focuses on a duration

of 12 weeks while SNOT-22 has traditionally queried the

patient experience during the prior 4 weeks.

Radiographic Analysis

CT results were scored using the Lund-Mackay scale due to

its widespread, accepted use in chronic rhinosinusitis.34 This

scale is often favored clinically due to its high intra- and

interobserver agreement and responsiveness.35,36 In this

scale, each paired paranasal sinus and osteomeatal complex

is scored from 0 to 2. A score of 0 indicates no abnormality,

1 indicates partial opacification, and 2 indicates complete

opacification. An overall score ranging from 0 (no abnormal-

ity) to 24 (all areas completely opacified) is then calculated.

Data Analysis

The primary outcome focused on whether either the SNOT-

22 nasal domain or EPOS nasal symptom set was more indi-

cative of radiologic findings of chronic rhinosinusitis. This

relationship was assessed via receiver operating characteris-

tic area under the curve (ROC-AUC) analyses for dichoto-

mous outcomes and ordinal regression for multilevel,

ordered outcomes. Since ROC-AUC analyses are predicated

on normal/abnormal outcome data, we used a Lund-Mackay

threshold of either �5 or �1 to encompass any possible

chronic rhinosinusitis finding on CT. A threshold of Lund-

Mackay �5 was used as some authors have suggested using

this cutoff to exclude incidental CT findings nonsuggestive

of chronic rhinosinusitis and select for patients who have

true chronic rhinosinusitis.37 While the rationale here is

clear, this approach may also classify as ‘‘normal’’ some

true findings of chronic rhinosinusitis that are concentrated

or severe in only 1 or a few sinuses; for example, complete

opacification of only the bilateral maxillary sinuses would

result in a Lund-Mackay score of 4 and be considered

‘‘normal’’ using such a threshold but could be quite
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clinically significant. In a related but separate analysis, we

also evaluated the Lund-Mackay score as an ordinal outcome

variable, assessing for a potential relationship between

SNOT-22 nasal domain or EPOS symptom results through

ordinal regression, which supports analysis of multilevel

results.

To facilitate the most direct comparisons possible, we per-

formed stepwise evaluations of sinonasal symptoms alone,

then symptoms combined with their duration. More specifi-

cally, ROC-AUCs were used to determine the discriminatory

ability of SNOT-22 nasal domain and EPOS-defined symp-

tom criteria for Lund-Mackay results, with and without the

factor of symptom duration of at least 3 months. ROC-AUC

values \0.5 suggested no discriminatory capability, 0.5 to

\0.6 low capability, 0.6 to \0.7 mild capability, 0.7 to \0.9

moderate capability, and 0.9 to 1.0 high capability.38

Comparisons of the ROC-AUC among the differing

approaches to cataloguing sinonasal symptoms with and

without duration were assessed to test the null hypothesis

that there was no statistically significant difference between

these different approaches.39 A threshold value of 2 for the

SNOT-22 nasal domain score was used in these analyses as

it represents mild or worse symptoms and provides a

straightforward threshold for clinicians who seek to apply

these data in real time.7,14,40-42 Comparisons between ROC-

AUC values were assessed using established nonparametric

methods to test the null hypothesis that there was no statisti-

cally significant difference between groups.39 The minimum

sample size (n = 86) to support a study with 80% power to

determine a 0.15 difference between ROC-AUC results

within subjects was determined prior to proceeding with the

analysis. Ordinal regression was employed according to pre-

viously established techniques43; within these analyses, the

Lund-Mackay score was the ordinal outcome variable, while

the SNOT-22 nasal domain and EPOS-defined symptom sets

were predictor variables. As multiple comparisons were per-

formed across all of these assessments, we also applied

established methods to adjust P value significance,44 which

resulted in a threshold of P = .011 to achieve statistical

significance.

Results

Baseline Characteristics

A total of 162 consecutive patients from participating clinics

met criteria for inclusion in the study. The mean age was

46.5 years (range, 18-80), and 68.5% were female (Table
1). The median overall SNOT-22 score was 37 (range, 4-

102), and the median Lund-Mackay score was 4 (range, 0-

17). Within the study cohort, 57.2% applied nasal saline

spray and 56.0% used nasal saline rinses either with or with-

out added medications (eg, nasal budesonide). Intranasal

steroids were used in 67.2% of patients, nasal antihistamines

in 13.2%, and nasal decongestants in 34.0%. In addition,

usage of oral steroids, oral antihistamines, oral deconge-

stants, and oral antibiotics was 35.5%, 64.1%, 50.9%, and

67.6%, respectively.

Symptoms Alone

ROC-AUC analyses were used to assess the discriminatory

capability of SNOT-22 and EPOS for Lund-Mackay scores,

before the stepwise addition of symptom duration. When

sinonasal symptoms alone were considered, relative to

Lund-Mackay scores �5, the SNOT-22 nasal domain and

EPOS nasal symptoms alone showed low discriminatory

capability (SNOT-22 ROC-AUC, 0.59; EPOS ROC-AUC,

0.53; P = .193; Table 2). There was no significant differ-

ence between the 2 approaches when assessing sinonasal

symptoms alone (Table 2). The SNOT-22 nasal domain and

EPOS symptom set both also had low discriminatory capa-

bility for Lund-Mackay scores �1 (SNOT-22 ROC-AUC,

0.59; EPOS ROC-AUC, 0.58; P = .886; Table 2).

Within the univariate ordinal regression models, worse

SNOT-22 nasal domain scores were associated with a signif-

icantly increased odds of a worse Lund-Mackay score (3.57;

95% CI, 1.89-6.74; P \ .001; Table 3). Meeting the EPOS

nasal symptom diagnostic criteria was not statistically signif-

icantly associated with CT results (odds ratio, 3.10; 95% CI,

1.27-7.59; P = .013; Table 3) when appropriately account-

ing for multiple comparisons. When both approaches to

assessing symptoms were assessed simultaneously in the

same regression analyses, the odds of an abnormal Lund-

Mackay score were 3.11 (95% CI, 1.59-6.09; P = .001)

times higher with worse SNOT-22 nasal scores. When EPOS

nasal symptom criteria were met, the odds ratio was 1.87

(95% CI, 0.70-5.02; P = .213; Table 3).

Symptoms With a Reported Duration of
at Least 3 Months

When a symptom duration of at least 3 months was also sti-

pulated and Lund-Mackay scores �5 were required, the

SNOT-22 nasal domain had seemingly better discriminatory

capability than EPOS-defined nasal symptoms (SNOT-22

ROC-AUC, 0.61; EPOS ROC-AUC, 0.53). However,

accounting for multiple comparisons, the related P value

was nonsignificant, so there was no demonstrated difference

Table 1. Patient Characteristics (n = 162).

Demographics Value

Age, mean (range), y 46.5 (18-80)

Sex, % female (95% CI) 68.5 (60.9-75.3)

SNOT-22 score, median (range)

Overall score 37 (4-102)

Domain scores

Nasal 2 (0-5)

Ear 1 (0-5)

Sleep 2 (0-5)

Psychological 1 (0-4)

EPOS-defined symptoms, % positive (95% CI) 88.9 (83.0-92.9)

Lund-Mackay overall scores, median (range) 4 (0-17)

Abbreviations: EPOS, European Position Paper on Rhinosinusitis and Nasal

Polyps; SNOT-22, 22-item Sinonasal Outcome Test.
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among the 2 approaches (P = .0238). When a duration of at

least 3 months of symptoms and a Lund-Mackay threshold

of �1 was used (SNOT-22 ROC-AUC, 0.61; EPOS ROC-

AUC, 0.58; P = .590; Table 2), overall, there was no differ-

ence in discriminatory capability between the SNOT-22

nasal domain and EPOS nasal symptoms.

When univariate ordinal regression was performed, the

odds of an abnormal Lund-Mackay score were 3.14 (95%

CI, 1.58-6.23) times higher with worse SNOT-22 nasal

domain scores. These findings were statistically significant

for the SNOT-22 nasal domain (P = .001) and not significant

for the EPOS nasal symptom diagnostic criteria when

accounting for multiple comparisons (odds ratio, 3.95; 95%

CI, 1.30-11.98; P = .015). When assessed simultaneously

through an ordinal regression analysis, worse SNOT-22

nasal scores were associated with a 2.82 (95% CI, 1.40-5.65)

times higher odds of a worsened Lund-Mackay score (P =

.004), while meeting the EPOS nasal symptom diagnostic

criteria led to an odds ratio of 3.08 (95% CI, 0.970-9.76) for

an abnormal Lund-Mackay score (P = .056); this latter find-

ing was not statistically significant.

SNOT-22 Overall Scores

The SNOT-22 overall score had low discriminatory capabil-

ity of SNOT-22 for Lund-Mackay scores �5 (ROC-AUC,

0.53; 95% CI, 0.44-0.62) and Lund-Mackay scores �1

(ROC-AUC, 0.52; 95% CI, 0.34-0.71). In ordinal regression

analyses, the SNOT-22 overall score did not significantly

increase the odds of an abnormal Lund-Mackay score (odds

ratio, 1.01; 95% CI, 0.99-1.03; P = .241).

Discussion

These data suggested that the SNOT-22 nasal domain and

EPOS-defined nasal symptoms had similar discriminatory

capability for Lund-Mackay imaging scores, regardless of

whether a 3-month duration of symptoms was also stipu-

lated. Ordinal regression analyses, however, demonstrated

that worse SNOT-22 nasal domain scores were associated

with a significantly higher odds of abnormal Lund-Mackay

scores. Satisfying the EPOS-defined nasal symptom diagnos-

tic criteria also seemed to increase the odds of abnormal

Lund-Mackay scores, although this was narrowly not statisti-

cally significant when accounting for multiple comparisons.

Prior studies of the discriminatory ability of patient reports

have had mixed results. Some studies have demonstrated poor

association with chronic rhinosinusitis, as related symptoms

may be nonspecific.3-6 For example, authors have suggested

that facial pain, dental pain, ear pain, and headache could be

removed from diagnostic criteria without significant changes

in diagnostic sensitivity.5 In contrast, other authors have con-

cluded that questionnaire results can have functional sensitiv-

ity and specificity.45 Prior studies have also demonstrated that

even within a single validated instrument, results may be

mixed, with SNOT-22 nasal domain scores performing better

than overall scores,7-10,21-26,42 also suggesting that specific

approaches to symptoms and symptom clusters can alter dis-

criminatory capacity. With regard to EPOS, 1 prior study

investigated magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and seasonal-

ity, while another assessed those who had imaging for non-

rhinological reasons.27,28 We build upon this literature by

Table 3. Ordinal Regression Models Assessing for Association
Between SNOT-22 Nasal Domain Scores or EPOS-Defined Nasal
Symptoms and Lund-Mackay Imaging Scores.

Odds ratio (95% CI) P value

Symptoms alone

Univariate

SNOT-22 nasal score 3.57 (1.89-6.74) \.001

EPOS nasal symptoms 3.10 (1.27-7.59) .013

Multivariate

SNOT-22 nasal score 3.11 (1.59-6.09) .001

EPOS nasal symptoms 1.87 (0.70-5.02) .213

Symptoms and duration �3 months

Univariate

SNOT-22 Nasal Score 3.14 (1.58-6.23) .001

EPOS Nasal Symptoms 3.95 (1.30-11.98) .015

Multivariate

SNOT-22 Nasal Score 2.82 (1.40-5.65) .004

EPOS Nasal Symptoms 3.08 (0.97-9.76) .056

Abbreviations: EPOS, European Position Paper on Rhinosinusitis and Nasal

Polyps; SNOT-22, 22-item Sinonasal Outcome Test.

Table 2. Receiver Operator Characteristic Areas Under the Curve for SNOT-22 Nasal Domain Scores and EPOS-Defined Nasal Symptoms.

Characteristic
ROC-AUC (95% CI)

SNOT-22 nasal domain scores EPOS-defined nasal symptoms P value

Lund-Mackay scores �5

Nasal symptoms 0.59 (0.50-0.67) 0.53 (0.49-0.58) .193

Nasal symptoms and reported duration of symptoms �3 months 0.61 (0.54-0.67) 0.53 (0.49-0.58) .024

Lund-Mackay scores �1

Nasal symptoms 0.59 (0.42-0.76) 0.58 (0.46-0.69) .886

Nasal symptoms and reported duration of symptoms �3 months 0.61 (0.48-0.74) 0.58 (0.46-0.69) .590

Abbreviations: EPOS, European Position Paper on Rhinosinusitis and Nasal Polyps; ROC-AUC, receiver operating characteristic area under the curve; SNOT-

22, 22-item Sinonasal Outcome Test.
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conducting a direct comparison of the SNOT-22 and EPOS

symptom criteria, focusing on CT scans in a broader-based

population, and discretely incorporating the variable of symp-

tom duration, which was not the focus of prior studies.

Amid the current coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)

practice environment,46-53 otolaryngologists have faced the

challenge of making diagnoses without the typical reliance

on concurrent fiberoptic exam. During telehealth encounters,

we often need to proceed with medical decisions based on

described symptoms and histories. With this in mind, we

have experienced a renewed interest in the ability of isolated

subjective symptom reports to predict objective findings

such as imaging results. These symptoms are also often

importantly used to determine whether a patient should be

seen in person for further evaluation (eg, imaging) and/or

surgical consideration, as well as to what degree and timing

such follow-up should occur.13 It has thus become incum-

bent upon us to discern which symptom components and

combinations are most useful when diagnosing conditions

that would have readily relied on potentially aerosol-

generating procedures such as nasal endoscopy for assess-

ment in the past.

When taking a history, we have traditionally asked

patients and families to report symptoms in a gestalt or

dichotomous way (eg, How have your sinuses been? or Do

you have facial pain?). This approach is often sufficient to

determine whether patients meet the symptom component of

diagnostic criteria such as those used in EPOS, which

defines key symptoms according to their presence or

absence, further qualified by a specified duration.19,20 Over

time, incorporation of validated instruments such as SNOT-

22 into daily practice has become more commonplace, such

that patients may routinely receive more in-depth assess-

ments of severity across a broader set of symptoms.54,55

These data suggest that SNOT-22 nasal domain scores and

EPOS-defined symptoms have similar discriminatory capac-

ity for Lund-Mackay results when assessed via ROC-AUC,

while SNOT-22 nasal domain scores have a significant asso-

ciation with Lund-Mackay scores when assessed via ordinal

regression models. These data suggest that SNOT-22 nasal

domain scores could provide added diagnostic value. These

results are particularly relevant in the current practice setting

in which we first need to assess based on symptoms alone,

as physical exam and imaging more frequently cannot be

simultaneously obtained relative to concern for risks and/or

patient deferral of in-person visits to health care facilities

amid the current pandemic.51-53

Our study also assessed symptoms alone separately from

symptoms with a specified duration of at least 3 months. The

relationship between subjective symptoms and objective

imaging findings was similar in both cases. In other cases,

however, the serial addition of diagnostic characteristics

may change the ultimate odds of disease.56 We assessed

symptoms and duration in a stepwise fashion for this reason,

as well as because the SNOT-22 instrument classically

focuses on the preceding 4 weeks, rather than 3 months.

Here, we found that the separately reported duration of sino-

nasal problems did not increase the successive likelihood of

SNOT-22 nasal domain scores or EPOS-defined symptoms

in predicting an abnormal Lund-Mackay imaging result

within the current study’s context. Overall, the present data

demonstrated that symptoms alone could not strongly predict

CT findings of chronic rhinosinusitis, suggesting utility in

corroboration of findings.

This study has limitations. These include taking place at a

single academic institution and using just 2 different measures

of patients’ symptoms, SNOT-22 and EPOS. Moreover, while

our study has implications for telehealth delivery during the

COVID-19 pandemic and beyond, it does not directly study

the use of SNOT-22 and EPOS during telehealth visits. This

may be a benefit as our ‘‘gold standard’’ is the diagnostic

capability and timing we had prior to pandemic-related limita-

tions. In addition, Lund-Mackay thresholds of import are not

definitively established,57,58 and so we evaluated 2 proposed

inflection points,28 which have limitations. As we continue to

collect data, future studies could be conducted to assess the

actual predictive value of SNOT-22 collected during a tele-

health visit for CT scans in comparison to previous traditional

visits. However, such a study could be limited by any

extended duration between SNOT-22 completion and subse-

quent CT amid the pandemic, which could ultimately measure

different actual severities of rhinosinusitis, which have chan-

ged over time.

Conclusions

SNOT-22 and EPOS-defined nasal symptom assessments

have similar discriminatory capability for Lund-Mackay

scores when evaluated via ROC-AUC, regardless of symp-

tom duration. Ordinal regression, however, demonstrated

that the SNOT-22 nasal domain has a significant association

with Lund-Mackay scores, more so than the EPOS-defined

symptom set. As both SNOT-22 and EPOS symptom sets

alone have limitations in discriminatory ability, further

inquiries into optimizing patient-reported symptom content

and patterns would provide additional value.
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